Infusing the Fragrance and Colour of Advent

Love Speaking the Word
What the Gracious One is saying
means peace, peace for all people,
for all those who turn
into the silence of their hearts.
Mercy and Faithfulness embrace.
Integrity and Peace now kiss;
Faithfulness springs from the earth
as truth glows from the heavens.

The Gracious One bestows delight
as our soil yields its fruits.
Compassion now goes before us
and creates a way of peace.
From Psalm 85.



Pregnant with divine love, we come as a communion of hearts. As we
gather, Love’s silence arises from the ground of our heart, infusing our
minds, quietening our bodies, wooing our hearts, whispering peace, peace
for all people, peace for the world, peace for the earth, as the wilderness
exalts and blossoms bloom with joy.



In this divine peace all that is anxious calms, all that is discordant harmonizes, all that is scattered integrates, all that is
violent calms, all that is unfree releases into Love’s tender caress. Held in Love’s eternal embrace we hear the cry of
the earth become Love’s immortal song. We release into and cherish this tender loving.



O womb of eternal silence, luminous ground of all, ever conceiving Christ life within us, from the depths of our
silence you call us Beloved, espoused to you forever. Faithfully enfolding us in mercy and compassion, integrity and
peace now kiss, transforming, transfiguring, transubstantiating us into a lovely, deep and lasting peace.



As this deep peace envelops and stills our senses, we feel you draw us deeper into the centre of our womb heart, into
the midst of the silence of the Kolpon, into the ground of unmade love. You infuse a dark, soft sense of the empty
fullness of the Kolpon, holding and enfolding the luminous Christ fetus, so tenderly. The radiant beauty of Love’s
eternal conceiving in us and amongst us ones.



In this oneing, we realize that we are also a loved fetus, wrapped and enfolded, held in the heart womb of divine
contemplation. We feel the loveliness of the exchange in the indwelling.



Besotted, again we touch the beauty of our selves as earthen vessels, enfolding, enclosing this sheer Christ light, and

sheer Christ light wrapping and enveloping us, in this most intimate mutual indwelling of love in Love.


Gently, light floods into our heart-senses, illuminating our awareness of all our love and all our tears, kissing, in this
endless conceiving and birthing, birthing and conceiving. We infuse Love’s perfume, taste the hidden sweetness,
touch true intimacy, as we cradle the Christ within ourselves. The illumination of the pure consciousness of the Christ
fetus rises and enlightens.



Wisdom showers through our whole being as the Christ light illumes the beauty of our humanity oned in Christ
eternally. Divine Light emanates, oneing, kissing, healing, infusing, pouring out into creation, generating a strong,
resilient oneing field. Waves of creativity flow endlessly, in this fecundity of Love’s conceiving and birthing. In this
holomovement of enfolding, unfolding creativity, mercy and compassion flow before us, creating a way of peace.



Tenderly, hopefully, we hold and give birth to the Christ light personally and communionally. Filled with Christ light,
our communion consciousness glows with the creativity of an emerging future fullness in Christ. Animated by this

one luminous heart, our desire is Love’s desire, our love is Love’s love, our peace is Love’s eternal peace.
Blessings of love, Dr Kerrie Hide

